
So I find myself standing on a path. Just a simple dirt path.  

It is fairly narrow, just a little wider than me. 

When I look forward, I can see the path stretching out into the distance. I can’t see the end of the path but I 
can see that it stretches on a long way, kinda over the horizon.   

Just to the sides of the path, on both sides, at multiple points along it are wispy floating clouds right about 
head-height. They are evenly distributed along the path, on both sides, right out along the length of the 
path, all the way it seems to the end. 

The ones that are closer, if I focus on them, I can see that within the clouds are faint images.  

Some of them are images of things or people that I know. Work people, family, friends, locations I know 
(home, work), items I own (plants, guitar).  

Some of them are images of things I don’t know or haven’t seen before – unfamiliar people or places 

Some have no form, like the vision within is obscured from me. The harder I try to focus on them, the less 
clear they get. But they don’t really trouble me. 

At first, looking out on this, I kinda feel OK. I look out and I can see some familiar faces and situations and 
objects - and their presence, in what I assume is my path forward, makes me feel a little better. 

So I take a few tentative steps forward.   

But then I notice some of the wispy objects aren’t images, they’re creatures, demon-like. Thin, dirty grey, 
winged, thorny things, angry and sinister looking. They are peppered along the path as far as I can see.  

Now some of them seem to just be waiting. They aren’t looking at me or paying any attention. They just 
seem to be waiting.  

But others are looking directly at me. It is like they know me. And for some reason I feel like I know them, 
even though I swear I’ve never seen them before.  

And I can tell they are waiting for me. They are waiting for me to move forward, to reach that section of the 
path that they occupy. They seem poised and ready to attack when I do.   

And some of them are close as well. Like only a few metres ahead of me. They seem particularly excited, 
knowing I’ll arrive soon.  

So I freeze.  

I don’t want to keep walking forward. Suddenly it doesn’t feel safe anymore. I don’t want to find out what 
they have in store for me cause I don’t think it is good.  

So I look away. In fact, I turn around and look in the opposite direction.  

Then I realise that the path stretches back into the distance in a similar way.  

I look down and I can see footprints in the dust, mine, that lead up to where I am standing. This must be the 
path I took to get here and this must be the path that I am supposed to take from here.  

So I trace that path backwards with my eyes and I see similar wispy objects at the sides of the path. As I 
focus in on them I see events and people from my recent past. Things I did and saw. People I interacted 
with.  

This temporarily fills me with a sense of comfort and I contemplate perhaps heading back from where I had 
come.  

But, same as with the path forward, that idea is quickly squashed when I start to notice the same demonic 
figures in the past.   

And I mean literally the same. Some of the exact same demons I saw waiting for me on the path ahead are 
also there on the path behind me.  

They are moving in amongst the familiar wisps.  



And I realise, that must be why I recognised them when I looked at the path ahead. I’ve obviously met them 
before, they were there, amongst all those events in the past, but I didn’t notice them then. I didn’t realise 
they were there.  

They can tell that I am looking at them. They have a smug look on their face, pleased with themselves that 
they snuck into my past and future without me even realising they were doing so. A smug sense of 
satisfaction.  

They are circling all my memories, menacingly, extending their thin long fingers into the wisps of familiarity 
on the path behind.  

So I’m frozen again. The way forward and backward both contain these demons that know me but I don’t 
know them. I don’t know what they’re capable of. I don’t know what they can do to me or to the people I 
care about. I don’t know what they have done to me.  

So I look straight down. Close my eyes. Hoping that I can will them away. Hoping I can think them away. 
That if I can expunge them from my mind, that I will similarly be able to delete them from my path – either 
forwards or backwards or ideally both. That these are figments of my imagination and that I am willing them 
into being.  

And for a fleeting moment, I think I can. In the false security of the darkness behind my eye-lids, I have 
moments of imagining a pathway forward that is just the best and most familiar aspects of my life, but 
opening my eyes shows me that I’m wrong, that thinking that way is just a fantasy. Whether I look forward 
or backward, I’m taunted by the demons that reside there. They haven’t gone anywhere.  

And I panic. 

There isn’t safety in the past or the future. The path I find myself on directs me to only those two options: 
neither that I want. So I crouch down and wrap my arms around my legs, pull myself into a tight ball. And 
there I stay. And I stay there for a long time.  

Now eventually, being down low and close to the ground means my attention is captured by the edges of 
the path. Or more correctly, a lack of clear edges. I realise, that the path is defined not by it having a 
specific edge, rather that it is only the forward and backward directions that are illuminated and visible. Any 
other direction is simply darkness, a pure black.  

So I get on my hands and knees and I try crawling to the side. I discover that the same dirt that I thought 
defined the path, actually stretches out to the side as well. I can’t see where I am headed, the darkness 
clouds my vision, but there is nothing blocking me physically from moving there.  

So I crawl a little further, using my hands and feet to guide me.   

When I get what I feel like is a few metres away from the illuminated path, the darkness lifts. What it reveals 
is something very different from what I saw on the path.  

Rather than familiar faces or objects represented in wispy apparitions, I just see colour and light and 
movement – varied, complex and swirling. It’s beautiful to look at. It’s mesmerising.  

I swear that in amongst the colour and movement I can sometimes make out an object or a place, but the 
second I try to focus on it, it morphs and changes. Whatever it is I am seeing doesn’t really want me to 
know it as such, simply experience it. So instead of trying to make it into something, I just try to let myself 
be hypnotised by this immaculate show of light, colour and movement in front of me.  

And then all hell breaks loose.  

Those demons from the past and future? They don’t want me there. They don’t want me seeing that. They 
don’t want me enjoying that.  

They descend on me rapidly and get right up in my face – screaming at me. The noise they make is 
horrendous.  

I raise my arms in defense, protecting my face and head, expecting them to cut and lacerate me or push 
me down.   



But no actual blows come. The screaming doesn’t stop and they’re right up in front of my field of vision, but 
it soon becomes apparent that these demons have no capacity to physically hurt me. They strike out, but 
their limbs are just wisps that pass straight through me. Their only weapons are their hideous faces and the 
sounds they make and the things they say.  

And that sound! It drowns out any capacity to think. I quickly forget about the magnificent vision of colour 
and movement. In fact, I can’t even see it as clearly anymore, as the faces of demons obstructs my line of 
sight. 

So I quickly try to reorient myself and crawl back to the illuminated path. It is the only course of action that I 
can generate. I start crawling away from the mesmerising vision of colour and light and back into the 
darkness, with the demons in tow. I eventually find the illuminated path again and scrabble back onto it, 
resting on my knees in shock. The only good thing is that the demons back off. They return to their spots in 
the future or the past, they glare at me, poised to attack again if I dare to venture from the path.  

So I’m terrified now! Honestly, what options do I have? A clearly illuminated future or past, where these 
demons have infiltrated my life, or the unknown, where I sense there is something amazing, but where the 
act of venturing there kicks off a demon cacophony that I don’t know if I could withstand. How do I pick? 
How do I even make that choice? 

------ 

And so, I find myself here, this evening, reading out this story, having made the decision, at least for today, 
to crawl off the illuminated path, and try finding something that is neither an echo of my past or part of my 
expected future.  

And yeah, the demons are yelling at me. They are telling me how stupid this is, how I’ll be the person that 
ruined the Rolimborn Oration. How my writing sucks. How even daring to express any of this to other 
people is guaranteed embarrassment or humiliation.  

And they could be right. They might be ensuring it does happen. I know they’ve infiltrated my narrative 
before, so they probably can again. Maybe they snuck in around my reasoning, or maybe they’re the 
authors of this piece of writing.  

But there is also so much more colour and light and movement where I am now. And it isn’t familiar and 
thus it is more interesting. And therefore, I think it is worth pursuing, worth taking the risk cause I know I 
can always return to the path if needs be. But I think I’d prefer to stay here where I don’t really know what is 
going to happen next.  


